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If you ever plan to review ultrasound exams digitally,
now you can. The Aspen Advanced system began with
a fundamentally new concept for the design and function
of an ultrasound system—one that anticipates your need
to review studies digitally. As you scan a patient in a
normal way, the system automatically compresses and
saves digital images, dynamic clips, calculations and
measurements—just as simply as you freeze images
today.That’s all there is to it.You now have a complete
digital exam you can send anywhere.

100

Improve image quality for virtually every patient.
Native Tissue Harmonic Imaging is the unique method of harmonic
imaging available only from Acuson (patents pending).This is the harmonic imaging everyone’s talking about, the one that has created the
new era of ultrasound—wherein every patient is a good ultrasound
candidate. It works by detecting the subtle harmonic echoes generated
within the body while completely rejecting all echoes used in traditional ultrasound imaging. This essentially eliminates the body wall
artifacts and acoustic noise that once made patients difficult to image.
So you see a vast improvement in tissue conspicuity and image clarity.
Ultimately, you benefit by being able to make accurate diagnoses
faster, often avoiding referrals to more expensive modalities.

The Aspen Advanced system comes fully equipped
with all capabilities required for recording and
reviewing exams digitally.

DELTA Differential Echo Amplification is a patented technique that
dramatically increases contrast resolution and unleashes the full
potency of Native Tissue Harmonic Imaging. Yet, it preserves the
smallest image details and full temporal resolution.

• Get connected through open standards.
Acuson’s embedded DICOM provides a standardized
connection for easy integration into a department
mini-PACS, hospital-wide PACS or hospital information system.

Take advantage of contrast agent imaging.
The Aspen Advanced system has the superb sensitivity and pulseshaping that is required for superior contrast detection. And now that
it has NTHI, you have the world’s most sensitive harmonic imaging
technology for contrast agents.

Acuson pioneered color and spectral Doppler technologies that have
been further optimized in the Aspen Advanced system. For example,
Convergent™ Color Doppler gives you a powerful way to image blood
flow dynamics by combining the increased sensitivity of Color
Doppler Energy with the directionality of Color Doppler Velocity.

I T A L L.

• Build your digital lab on a solid foundation.
The unique DIMAQ™ Integrated Ultrasound Workstation provides digital acquisition, storage, review and
transfer of complete ultrasound studies. These studies
include static and dynamic images, grayscale and color
images, as well as measurements and calculations.

Expose every subtle tissue difference.

Select from a full spectrum of Doppler capabilities.

SEE

• Access studies anywhere on a personal computer.
Using the WebPro™ Web-based package and your web
browser, you can remotely view any digital exam
directly from the DIMAQ workstation without any
loss of original image quality.

The Aspen Advanced system supports a complete
family of more than 20 high-performance transducers.
This MICROSON ™ High Resolution Imaging
transducer can image structures too small to be seen
by the naked eye.

• Review digitally and enhance your productivity.
ViewPro™ Image Review Software allows you to read
complete digital exams on a personal computer. Simply
transfer them from the Aspen Advanced system’s
DICOM MO disk.

A S P E N A DVA N C E D
U LT R A S O U N D

™

S Y S T E M

www.ultrasound.com

Native Tissue Harmonic Imaging is instantly accessible
with one keystroke, as are many Aspen Advanced
system functions.
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How many times have you reviewed
an ultrasound exam and thought—
there has to be more? Or wondered
whether you were seeing subtle pathology, or acoustical noise? Accurate
anatomical detail, or image artifacts?
The fact is, there has always been
more to the picture. Just no way to
access it.
Until now. Because now there’s a
radical new approach to ultrasound,
one that’s fast rendering traditional
ultrasound imaging obsolete.
This new imaging gold standard is
defined by Native™ Tissue Harmonic
Imaging (NTHI) and DELTA™
Differential Echo Amplification—two
powerful technologies that were first
introduced on the Sequoia® ultrasound
platform and have now migrated to
the Aspen Advanced system.
These technologies dramatically
improve image quality for every
ultrasound patient—even the most
difficult to image. All while making
the most subtle tissue differences
readily apparent. So you can make
virtually every diagnosis simpler,
faster and with more confidence.
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If you ever plan to review ultrasound exams digitally,
now you can. The Aspen Advanced system began with
a fundamentally new concept for the design and function
of an ultrasound system—one that anticipates your need
to review studies digitally. As you scan a patient in a
normal way, the system automatically compresses and
saves digital images, dynamic clips, calculations and
measurements—just as simply as you freeze images
today.That’s all there is to it.You now have a complete
digital exam you can send anywhere.
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Improve image quality for virtually every patient.
Native Tissue Harmonic Imaging is the unique method of harmonic
imaging available only from Acuson (patents pending).This is the harmonic imaging everyone’s talking about, the one that has created the
new era of ultrasound—wherein every patient is a good ultrasound
candidate. It works by detecting the subtle harmonic echoes generated
within the body while completely rejecting all echoes used in traditional ultrasound imaging. This essentially eliminates the body wall
artifacts and acoustic noise that once made patients difficult to image.
So you see a vast improvement in tissue conspicuity and image clarity.
Ultimately, you benefit by being able to make accurate diagnoses
faster, often avoiding referrals to more expensive modalities.

The Aspen Advanced system comes fully equipped
with all capabilities required for recording and
reviewing exams digitally.

DELTA Differential Echo Amplification is a patented technique that
dramatically increases contrast resolution and unleashes the full
potency of Native Tissue Harmonic Imaging. Yet, it preserves the
smallest image details and full temporal resolution.

• Get connected through open standards.
Acuson’s embedded DICOM provides a standardized
connection for easy integration into a department
mini-PACS, hospital-wide PACS or hospital information system.

Take advantage of contrast agent imaging.
The Aspen Advanced system has the superb sensitivity and pulseshaping that is required for superior contrast detection. And now that
it has NTHI, you have the world’s most sensitive harmonic imaging
technology for contrast agents.

Acuson pioneered color and spectral Doppler technologies that have
been further optimized in the Aspen Advanced system. For example,
Convergent™ Color Doppler gives you a powerful way to image blood
flow dynamics by combining the increased sensitivity of Color
Doppler Energy with the directionality of Color Doppler Velocity.
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• Build your digital lab on a solid foundation.
The unique DIMAQ™ Integrated Ultrasound Workstation provides digital acquisition, storage, review and
transfer of complete ultrasound studies. These studies
include static and dynamic images, grayscale and color
images, as well as measurements and calculations.

Expose every subtle tissue difference.

Select from a full spectrum of Doppler capabilities.
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• Access studies anywhere on a personal computer.
Using the WebPro™ Web-based package and your web
browser, you can remotely view any digital exam
directly from the DIMAQ workstation without any
loss of original image quality.

The Aspen Advanced system supports a complete
family of more than 20 high-performance transducers.
This MICROSON ™ High Resolution Imaging
transducer can image structures too small to be seen
by the naked eye.

• Review digitally and enhance your productivity.
ViewPro™ Image Review Software allows you to read
complete digital exams on a personal computer. Simply
transfer them from the Aspen Advanced system’s
DICOM MO disk.
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Native Tissue Harmonic Imaging is instantly accessible
with one keystroke, as are many Aspen Advanced
system functions.
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If you ever plan to review ultrasound exams digitally,
now you can. The Aspen Advanced system began with
a fundamentally new concept for the design and function
of an ultrasound system—one that anticipates your need
to review studies digitally. As you scan a patient in a
normal way, the system automatically compresses and
saves digital images, dynamic clips, calculations and
measurements—just as simply as you freeze images
today.That’s all there is to it.You now have a complete
digital exam you can send anywhere.
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Improve image quality for virtually every patient.
Native Tissue Harmonic Imaging is the unique method of harmonic
imaging available only from Acuson (patents pending).This is the harmonic imaging everyone’s talking about, the one that has created the
new era of ultrasound—wherein every patient is a good ultrasound
candidate. It works by detecting the subtle harmonic echoes generated
within the body while completely rejecting all echoes used in traditional ultrasound imaging. This essentially eliminates the body wall
artifacts and acoustic noise that once made patients difficult to image.
So you see a vast improvement in tissue conspicuity and image clarity.
Ultimately, you benefit by being able to make accurate diagnoses
faster, often avoiding referrals to more expensive modalities.

The Aspen Advanced system comes fully equipped
with all capabilities required for recording and
reviewing exams digitally.

DELTA Differential Echo Amplification is a patented technique that
dramatically increases contrast resolution and unleashes the full
potency of Native Tissue Harmonic Imaging. Yet, it preserves the
smallest image details and full temporal resolution.

• Get connected through open standards.
Acuson’s embedded DICOM provides a standardized
connection for easy integration into a department
mini-PACS, hospital-wide PACS or hospital information system.

Take advantage of contrast agent imaging.
The Aspen Advanced system has the superb sensitivity and pulseshaping that is required for superior contrast detection. And now that
it has NTHI, you have the world’s most sensitive harmonic imaging
technology for contrast agents.

Acuson pioneered color and spectral Doppler technologies that have
been further optimized in the Aspen Advanced system. For example,
Convergent™ Color Doppler gives you a powerful way to image blood
flow dynamics by combining the increased sensitivity of Color
Doppler Energy with the directionality of Color Doppler Velocity.
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• Build your digital lab on a solid foundation.
The unique DIMAQ™ Integrated Ultrasound Workstation provides digital acquisition, storage, review and
transfer of complete ultrasound studies. These studies
include static and dynamic images, grayscale and color
images, as well as measurements and calculations.

Expose every subtle tissue difference.

Select from a full spectrum of Doppler capabilities.
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• Access studies anywhere on a personal computer.
Using the WebPro™ Web-based package and your web
browser, you can remotely view any digital exam
directly from the DIMAQ workstation without any
loss of original image quality.

The Aspen Advanced system supports a complete
family of more than 20 high-performance transducers.
This MICROSON ™ High Resolution Imaging
transducer can image structures too small to be seen
by the naked eye.

• Review digitally and enhance your productivity.
ViewPro™ Image Review Software allows you to read
complete digital exams on a personal computer. Simply
transfer them from the Aspen Advanced system’s
DICOM MO disk.
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